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ABSTRACT

Each and every day human is doing the new research and trying to develop new weapons, technology, machinery, new types of medicine. Sometimes this experiments will go rights some becomes wrong, when it becomes right it generates new things which are increasing the human life when it becomes wrong it generates many types of dangerous byproducts which lead to generating the various types of diseases and virus sometime is can be controlled by exiting resource some may not be controlled.COVID-19 is also the results of unfair experiments by human which has been started from china now days destroying all country and affecting the economy on world level. In view of the accessible proof, including the ongoing distributions reference the WHO keeps on suggesting bead and contact precautionary measures for those individuals thinking about COVID-19 patients. WHO keeps on suggesting airborne precautionary measures for conditions and settings in which vaporized creating systems and bolster treatment are performed, as indicated by the chance assessment?
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1. INTRODUCTION

Corona viruses is the group of infections diseases that is cause many types of other disease in creatures of nature like human as well as animal of living people on the earth. In people, a few corona viruses are known to cause respiratory contaminations extending from the normal virus to increasingly serious maladies .Corona virus which is spreading over thought out the world. The virus of COVID-19 and disease were unknown till dated that is the main reason why this deasea is untreated till now before the outbreak. The COVID-19 virus is spreading from one person to person by Individuals face to face interaction. This virus can spread from one individual to other individual through face to face from the nose to mouth, mouth to mouth .When infected person contact to healthy person the virus get insert through breathes that why these virus firstly infected like cold. This is the reason when the infected person suffering from this virus, the person is started to feel difficulty under breathing it is critical to remain more than 1 meter away from an individual who is wiped out. WHO is surveying progressing research on the ways COVID-19 is spread and will keep on sharing refreshed discoveries?

The primary way the ailment spreads is through respiratory heads to beads removed to somebody who is doing these activity. The danger of getting virus from somebody without any side effects at all is low. Be that as it may, numerous individuals with COVID-19 experience just mellow indications.
1.1 COVID-19 Symptoms: The danger of getting COVID-19 from the defecation of a contaminated individual has all the earmarks of being low. While beginning examinations propose the infection might be available in dung now and again, spread through this course is certifiably not a principle highlight of the episode.

![Symptoms of COVID-19](image)

**Figure 01:** Symptom variation of COVID-19

1.2 Protection measures: As per recently data published by WHO the main measure to protect the virus infection is to maintained the social distance and well use sanitizer. The all precaution posted by WHO is not sufficient to full fill the requirement of numerous nations around the globe. Be that as it may, the circumstance is unusual so check routinely for the most recent news.

2. OBJECTIVE OF WORK: Key plague markers that advice proof based control procedure dynamic also, changes

   (1) Effectiveness of contamination avoidance and control (IPC) quantifies in different wellbeing care settings
   (2) Effectiveness of section and leave screening
   (3) Effectiveness of the general wellbeing control measures and their financial effect
   (4) Restriction of development
   (5) Social removing
   (6) School and working environment terminations
   (7) Wearing a cover in the overall population
   (8) Voluntary isolate with dynamic observation

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: A Study on Potential Impact of COVID-19 on Building and Construction is a based on the secondary data collected from various papers taken from reputed journals, various news articles are studied to evaluate impact of COVID-19 on real estate Industry.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

4.1 COVID-19 Impact on human in Kerala:
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**Figure 02:** Number of COVID-19 Patients

4.2 COVID-19 Impacts on Economy:

(1) Due to effects of COVID-19 thought the world about 162 countries are reliably going into lockdown due to lockdown each and every country is suffering from economy loss and associations over the globe are working in fear of a moving toward breakdown of overall cash related markets.

(2) Nearly 60% of electronics product imported by India from different country as well originates from China. Now these days this rate has been reduced that approximately 20 percentage due to lockdown.

(3) About 65% of hardware imported by India from China which is right reducing very fast rate. These imports have just slid down to 40% considering the corona virus episode and consequent lockdown.
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